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1. INTRODUCTION
Let f be a real valued function defined on some interval I and let the
derivative f 9 exist. Let F be an associated function in two variables,
defined on I 2 by
f y y f x .  .
F x , y s , x / y , F x , x s f 9 x . 1 .  .  .  .  .
y y x
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w xThe following theorem is proved in 8 :
 .  .  .THEOREM 0. If x ¬ f 9 x is continuous on I then the conditions A ] E
are equi¨ alent,
f 9 is con¨ex on I , A .
x q y
f 9 F F x , y , for all x , y g I , B .  . /2
f 9 x q f 9 y .  .
F x , y F , for all x , y g I , C .  .
2
F is con¨ex on I 2 , D .
F x q « , y y « F F x , y , for all x , y g I 2 , .  .  .
y y x E .
x F y and 0 F « F .
2
 .  .Integral versions of B and C are the well-known Hadamard inequali-
 .  .ties, conditions A and D can be expressed in terms of Jensen's inequali-
 .ties for functions of one and two variables, respectively, whereas E is
w xequivalent to Schur-convexity of F 5 . In this paper we address the
problem of estimating errors in these inequalities. We will show that the
error in all five cases may be expressed via integral transforms of the third
derivative with positive kernels. In fact, our starting point is a representa-
tion of the error in the classical Jensen's inequality Theorem 1 in Sec-
.tion 2 .
These results can be applied in several ways. First, a representation of
the error term can serve as a basis for a comparison of inequalities that
arise from convexity. Second, in some cases one can produce a sequence of
inequalities that are asymptotically infinitely sharp, which leads to expan-
sions with the knowledge of the sign of error at any step. This technique is
particularly suitable for solutions f of the functional equation,
f x q 1 y f x s g x , x G a, 2 .  .  .  .
 w x w x .  .see 3 or 4 for a theory of this functional equation . In particular, Eq. 2
 .  .  .with g x s log x yields a unique convex solution f x s log G x and we
present several applications of our results to the theory of the gamma
function.
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2. REPRESENTATION OF ERROR TERMS
THEOREM 1. Let f be a twice continuously differentiable function on an
w x  . 2inter¨ al I. Then for all l g 0, 1 and for all x, y g I we ha¨e
R x , y , l; f [ l f x q 1 y l f y y f l x q 1 y l y .  .  .  .  . .1
12s y y x K l, t f 0 1 y t x q ty dt , 3 .  .  .  . .H 0
0
where
K l, t s ltI t q 1 y l 1 y t I t , 4 .  .  .  .  .  .0 w0, 1ylx w Iyl , 1x
I being the indicator of the set A.A
w x  .Proof. Fix x, y g I and l g 0, 1 and let c s l x q 1 y l y. We may
assume that x - y, without a loss of generality. By Taylor's formula with
the remainder in the integral form, we have
x
f x s f c q f 9 c x y c q x y t f 0 t dt , 5 .  .  .  .  .  .  .H
c
y
f y s f c q f 9 c y y c q y y t f 0 t dt . 6 .  .  .  .  .  .  .H
c
 .  .Multiplying 5 by l and 6 by 1 y l and adding, we get
l f x q 1 y l f y .  .  .
x y
s f c q l x y t f 0 t dt q 1 y l y y t f 0 t dt .  .  .  .  .  .H H
c c
y
s f c q G t f 0 t dt , 7 .  .  .  .H 0
x
where
G t s l t y x I t q 1 y l y y t I t . .  .  .  .  .  .0 w x , c x wc , y x
 .  .Now the assertion follows from 7 upon letting t s x q t y y x , 0 F
t F 1.
THEOREM 2. Let f be defined on I, with continuous third deri¨ ati¨ e f -
 .  . 2and let F be defined by 1 . Then for all x, y g I we ha¨e
x q y
R x , y ; f [ F x , y y f 9 .  .2  /2
2y y x . 1
s K t f - 1 y t x q ty dt , 8 .  .  . .H 12 0
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where
22K t s t I t q 1 y t I t . 9 .  .  .  .  .1 w0, 1r2x w1r2, 1x
 . 2  .Proof. For x, y g I being fixed, let c s x q y r2. Then by Taylor's
formula we have
2
xx y y x y y 1 . 2f x s f c q f 9 c q f 0 c q x y t f - t dt , .  .  .  .  .  .H2 8 2 c
10 .
2
yy y x y y x 1 . 2f y s f c q f 9 c q f 0 c q y y t f - t dt . .  .  .  .  .  .H2 8 2 c
11 .
 .  .From 10 and 11 it follows that
yx q y
f y y f x s f 9 y y x q G t f - t dt , 12 .  .  .  .  .  .H 1 /2 x
where
2 2x y t y y t .  .
G t s I t q I t . .  .  .1 w x , c x wc , y x2 2
 .  .  .Now 8 can be obtained by letting t s x q t y y x in 12 .
THEOREM 3. Let f be defined on I, with continuous third deri¨ ati¨ e f -
 .  . 2and let F be defined by 1 . Then for all x, y g I we ha¨e
f 9 x q f 9 y .  .
R x , y ; f [ y F x , y .  .3 2
2y y x . 1
s t 1 y t f - 1 y t x q ty dt. 13 .  .  . .H2 0
Proof. Start with the result of Theorem 1 applied to f 9 and integrate
w xwith respect to l g 0, 1 to get
f 9 x q f 9 y .  .
y F x , y .
2
1 12s y y x K l, t dl f - x q t y y x dt. .  .  . .H H 0 /0 0
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Now it is straightforward to verify that
t 1 y t .1
K l, t dl s , .H 0 20
 .and 13 follows.
 . 2THEOREM 4. Let F be defined by 1 on I , with a function f ha¨ing a
continuous third deri¨ ati¨ e f - on I. Then for all x , y , x , y g I and for all1 1 2 2
w xl g 0, 1 the following holds
R x , y , x , y , l; f .4 1 1 2 2
[ lF x , y q 1 y l F x , y .  .  .1 1 2 2
y F l x q 1 y l x , l y q 1 y l y .  . .1 2 1 2
1 2s 1 y t x y x q t y y y .  .  . .H 2 1 2 1
0
1
= K l, u f - 1 y t y u q tu x q u y tu x .  .  .H 0 1 2
0
q t y tu y q tuy du dt. 14 .  ..1 2
Proof. Let
D s y y x , D s y y x ,1 1 1 2 2 2
D s l y y x q 1 y l y y x , .  .  .0 1 1 2 2
x s l x q 1 y l x , y s l y q 1 y l y . .  .0 1 2 0 1 2
Further, note that
y1 f y y f x .  .1
f 9 x q t y y x dt s f 9 t dt s s F x , y , .  .  . .H Hy y x y y x0 x
and so
lF x , y q 1 y l F x , y y F x , y .  .  .  .1 1 2 2 0 0
1
s l f 9 x q tD q 1 y l f 9 x q tD y f 9 x q tD dt. .  .  .  . .H 1 1 2 2 0 0
0
15 .
 .  .An application of Theorem 1 to the integrand in 15 yields 14 .
 . 2THEOREM 5. Let F be defined by 1 on I , with a function f ha¨ing a
 . 2continuous third deri¨ ati¨ e f - on I. Then for all x, y g I , x - y and for all
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 .« such that 0 F « F y y x r2, we ha¨e
R x , y , « ; f [ F x , y y F x q « , y y « .  .  .5
«1 12 2s y y x 1 y 2 t K 1 y , u .  .H H 0  /y y x0 0
= f - 1 y t y u q 2ut x q t q u y 2ut y du dt. .  . .
16 .
Proof. Introduce the notation x s x q « , y s y y « . Then1 1
«
x s l x q 1 y l y , y s 1 y l x q l y , where l s 1 y , .  .1 1 y y x
and so
F x , y s F l x q 1 y l y , 1 y l x q l y .  .  . .1 1
s F l x , y q 1 y l y , x .  .  . .
s lF x , y q 1 y l F y , x y R .  .  .
s F x , y y R , .
  . .where R s R x, y, y, x, 1 y «r y y x ; f is found in Theorem 4 and it is4
 .equal to the expression on the right-hand side of 16 .
Let R , i s 1, . . . , 5 be as defined in Theorems 1]5, and let the functioni
 .F be as defined by 1 . The following two corollaries to Theorems 1]5 will
serve as a basis for applications in Sections 3 and 4. Their proofs are
straightforward and thus will be omitted.
 .COROLLARY 1. i Let f and f be twice continuously differentiable1 2
Y . Y .functions defined on an inter¨ al I, and suppose that f x F f x for all1 2
 .x g I. Then for all x, y g I and l g 0, 1 we ha¨e that
R x , y , l; f F R x , y , l; f , .  .1 1 1 2
Y . Y .with strict inequality if f t - f t for some t in the inter¨ al with endpoints1 2
x, y.
 .ii Let f and f be functions defined on I with continuous third1 2
Z  . Z  .deri¨ ati¨ es, and suppose that f x F f x for all x g I. Then1 2
R x , y ; f F R x , y ; f , .  .2 1 2 2
R x , y ; f F R x , y ; f , .  .3 1 3 2
R x , y , x , y , l; f F R x , y , x , y , l; f , .  .4 1 1 2 2 1 4 1 1 2 2 2
R x , y , « ; f F R x , y , « ; f , .  .5 1 5 2
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 .for all x, y, x , y , x , y g I, l g 0, 1 , and « ) 0 as specified in Theo-1 1 2 2
rem 5.
Remark. In fact, Corollary 1 except the part concerning strict inequal-
.ity is an obvious consequence of linearity of R with respect to f , and cani
be derived directly from Theorem 0 under weaker assumptions. However,
in our applications the conditions stated in Corollary 1 will always be
satisfied.
 .  4COROLLARY 2. i Let f be a sequence of twice continuously differen-n
Y .tiable functions defined on an inter¨ al I, and suppose that lim f x s 0nªq` n
 .for all x g I. Then for all x, y g I and l g 0, 1 we ha¨e that
lim R x , y , l; f s 0. .1 n
nªq`
 .  4ii Let f be a sequence of functions defined on I with continuousn
Z  .third deri¨ ati¨ es, and suppose that lim f x s 0 for all x g I. Thennªq` n
lim R x , y ; f s 0, lim R x , y ; f s 0, .  .2 n 3 n
nªq` nªq`
lim R x , y , x , y , l; f s 0, lim R x , y , « ; f s 0, .  .4 1 1 2 2 n 5 n
nªq` nªq`
 .for all x, y, x , y , x , y g I, l g 0, 1 , and « ) 0 as specified in Theo-1 1 2 2
rem 5.
Let us also note that for l - 0 and x - y we have
1
y s m x q 1 y m z , m s g 0, 1 , z s l x q 1 y l y , .  .  .
1 y l
and so
l f x q 1 y l f y y f l x q 1 y l y .  .  .  . .
l
s l y 1 R x , z , ; f . . 1  /l y 1
In a similar way, one can see that for l ) 1 and x - y we have
1
l f x q 1 y l f y y f l x q 1 y l y s ylR z , y , ; f . .  .  .  . . 1  /l
Therefore, we have
 4COROLLARY 3. Let f be a sequence of twice continuously differentiablen
Y .functions defined on an inter¨ al I and suppose that lim f x s 0 fornªq` n
all x g I. Then
lim l f x q 1 y l f y y f l x q 1 y l y s 0, .  .  .  . . .n n n
nªq`
 .for all x, y g I and l g R such that l x q 1 y l y g I.
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 .3. APPLICATIONS TO THE FUNCTIONAL EQUATION 2
w x  .In 3 the following result is proved: Let x ¬ g x be defined on x G a
 .  .  .and let g x s g x q g x , where g is convex, g is concave and1 2 1 2
lim g x q 1 y g x s 0, i s 1, 2. .  . .i i
xªq`
 .  r . .Further, assume that g is r times differentiable r G 2 , with x ¬ f x
 .  .monotone for x large enough. Then there exists a solution x ¬ f x of 2
such that
q`
 j.  j.f x s y g x q k , 1 F j F r , 17 .  .  .
ks0
 .and the series in 17 is uniformly convergent on x G a. Hence,
 j. .  .  j.lim g x s 0 and by 17 the same holds for f . Further, if g isx ªq`
convex, then f is concave and conversely.
 .In this section we typically observe solutions of 2 that are r times
 r . .  r . .  r . .differentiable with f x G 0 or f x F 0 and lim f x s 0,x ªq`
where r s 2 or r s 3. In the light of the previous cited result, those
requirements are not too restrictive.
If a and b are two sequences, let a F b stand forn n n n;
a F b , for all n and lim a y b s 0. .n n n n
nªq`
The notation a G b is equivalent to b F a .n n n n; ;
In the rest of this section we understand the continuity of derivatives
when it is necessary for applications of previous results.
3.1. Con¨ex Solutions: Applications of Jensen's Inequality
 .Let f be a convex solution of Eq. 2 on x G a and suppose that
 .f 0 x ª 0 as x ª q`.
Starting from
w xx q b s 1 y b x q b x q 1 , x G a, b g 0, 1 , .  .
and applying Jensen's inequality, we get
f x q b F 1 y b f x q b f x q 1 .  .  .  .
s 1 y b f x q b g x q f x .  .  .  . .
s f x q b g x . 18 .  .  .
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Replacing x with x q n, we get an inequality which, by Corollary 2,
becomes infinitely sharp as n ª q`, i.e.,
f x q n q b y f x q n F b g x q n . 19 .  .  .  .
;
 .However, because f satisfies 2 , then for x G a,
ny1
f x q n s f x q g x q k , .  .  .
ks0
 .and 19 becomes
ny1




In the same way, starting from
w xx s b x y 1 q b q 1 y b x q b , x G a q 1 y b , b g 0, 1 , .  .  .
we obtain
f x q b G f x q b g x y 1 q b , 21 .  .  .  .
and further,
f x q b y f x .  .
ny1
G g x q k y g x q k q b q b g x q n y 1 q b . 22 .  .  .  . .
;
ks0
 .  .The pair of expressions 20 ] 22 give sharp bounds for the difference
 .  . w xf x q b y f x when b g 0, 1 and for a large n. By Corollary 3, the
 .asymptotics with no knowledge of the sign of the error holds regardless
of the convexity of f and for all meaningful b. For instance, the following
 .version of 20 holds for any twice continuously differentiable solution of
 .  .2 with lim f 0 x s 0,x ªq`
f x q b y f x .  .
ny1
s lim g x q k y g x q k q b q b g x q n , .  .  . . /nªq` ks0
for all x G a and for all real b such that x q b G a and also x G a.
Replacing x by x and x q b by x, we get the following expansion,0
ny1
f x s f x q lim g x q k y g x q k .  .  .  . .0 0nªq` ks0
q x y x g x q n , 23 .  .  .0 0 /
w xwhich is also derived in 3 by other means.
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3.2. Solutions with a Conca¨e Deri¨ ati¨ e: Hadamard's Inequalities
 .  .Suppose that f is a solution of 2 with f - x F 0 on x G a and also
 .suppose that lim f - x s 0. Then by Theorems 2 and 3 with y s xnªq`
 .q 1 and making use of 2 we have
1 1f 9 x q g 9 x F g x F f 9 x q , x G a, .  .  .  .2 2
and therefore,
1 1 1g x y F f 9 x F g x y g 9 x , x G a q . .  .  . .2 2 2
This double inequality can be improved if we replace x by x q n and if we
 .use 2 in a similar way as in 3.1,
ny1
1g x q n y y g 9 x q k . . 2
ks0
ny1
1F f 9 x F g x q n y g 9 x q n y g 9 x q k . 24 .  .  .  .  .2; ;
ks0
 .Note that the convergence in 24 , as well as in other similar expressions is
 .monotone if f - x montonically converges to zero as x ª q`.
3.3. Con¨ex Solutions: Hadamard's Inequalities
 .  .Let f be a convex solution of 2 on x G a and suppose that f 0 x ª 0
as x ª q`. Now let
x x
w x s f t dt , G x s g t dt , x , x G a. .  .  .  .H H 0
x x0 0
Then integrating the relation,
f t q 1 y f t s g t , .  .  .
w xwith respect to t g x , x , we get0
w x q 1 y w x s G x q w x q 1 . .  .  .  .0
By assumption, w9 s f is a convex function and by Theorems 2 and 3 we
get
1 1f x q F G x q w x q 1 F f x q g x , .  .  .  . . 02 2
i.e.,
1 1G x y g x q w x q 1 F f x F G x y q w x q 1 . .  .  .  .  . .0 02 2
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Further, an application of Corollary 2 yields
ny1
1G x q n y g x y g x q k q C .  .  .2
ks0
ny1
1F f x F G x q n y y g x q k q C , 25 .  .  . . 2; ;
ks0
 .where C s w x q 1 . If x can be chosen in such a way that C s 0, then0 0
 .from the left-hand side of 25 we conclude that
ny1
1f x s lim G x q n y g x y g x q k , 26 .  .  .  .  .2 /nªq` ks0
w x  .which also appears in 3 . However, 25 is much more informative than
 .26 .
3.4. Solutions with a Conca¨e Deri¨ ati¨ e: Applications of Theorem 4
 .Conca¨ity of Function F
 .  .Suppose that f is a solution of 2 with f - x F 0 on x G a and that
 . w xlim f - x s 0. For a b g 0, 1 and x G a q 1 y b observe thatnªq`
x , x q 1 s b x y 1 q b , x q 1 q 1 y b x q b , x q 1 . .  .  .  .
Then an application of Theorem 4 gives
F x , x q 1 G bF x y 1 q b , x q 1 q 1 y b F x q b , x q 1 . 27 .  .  .  .  .
It is easy to see that
F x , x q 1 s g x , .  .
f x y f x q b q g x .  .  .
F x y 1 q b , x q 1 s , .
2 y b
and
f x y f x q b q g x .  .  .
F x q b , x q 1 s , .
1 y b
 .and 27 yields
b
f x q b y f x G g x q g x y 1 q b . 28 .  .  .  .  . .
2
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Replacing x by x q n and using Corollary 2, we get the expansion,
b
f x q b y f x G g x q n q g x q n y 1 q b .  .  .  . .
; 2
ny1
q g x q k y g x q k q b . 29 .  .  . .
ks0
3.5. Solutions with a Conca¨e Deri¨ ati¨ e: Applications of Theorem 5
 .Schur-Conca¨ ity of Function F
Here we adopt the same assumptions on f as in 3.4. An application of
Theorem 5 with « s 1 gives
F x y 1, y q 1 F F x , y , a q 1 F x - y , .  .
or, after some work,
y y x
f y y f x G g y q g x y 1 , a F x - y. 30 .  .  .  .  . .
2
 .By Corollary 2 we get the following expansion for the difference f y y
 .f x ,
y y x
f y y f x G g y q n q g x q n y 1 .  .  .  . .
; 2
ny1
q g x q k y g y q k . 31 .  .  . .
ks0
4. APPLICATIONS TO THE GAMMA FUNCTION
Examples and applications presented in Section 4 can be specialized to
 .  .the gamma function. The function x ¬ log G x is a unique convex
 .  .  .solution of 2 with g x s log x and with a concave derivative C x s
  .. log G x 9. Many authors have considered inequalities for the ratio G x q
.  .  w xb rG x Gautschi type inequalities, cf. 1 ; for a more complete bibliogra-
w x.phy see 6 . A variety of methods have been used to invent those
w xinequalities, although, as we showed in 6 , most of them can be derived or
improved by using only convexity results.
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In asymptotic expansions related to the gamma function, the following
expression will frequently appear
x x q 1 ??? x q n y 1 .  .
P x , b , n s . .
x q b x q b q 1 ??? x q b q n y 1 .  .  .
 .  .  .  .From 18 with f x s G x and g x s log x we get
G x q b .
b w xF x , x ) 0, b g 0, 1 .
G x .
w xThis inequality was discovered by Wendel 9 . The corresponding expan-
 .sion 20 reads
G x q b . bF x q n P x , b , n . 32 .  .  .
;G x .
 .Note that ``; '' in 32 is justified by the following reasoning: If
  .  ..  .lim log U x y log U x s 0, where U x does not depend on n,nªq` n
then
U x y U x s U x elog Un x .y log U x .. y 1 ª 0, as n ª q`. .  .  .  .n
 . w xFrom 21 we obtain Gautschi's inequality 1 ,
G x q b . b w xG x y 1 q b , x ) 0, b g 0, 1 , 33 .  .
G x .
 .and the corresponding expansion 22 is
G x q b . bG x q n y 1 q b P x , b , n . .  .
;G x .
In general, any inequality of the form,
G x q b .
F G B x , b , .  .
G x .
which is obtained using methods of previous sections, yields the expansion
of the form,
G x q b .
F G B x q n , b P x , b , n . .  . /; ;G x .
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 .  .Two more upper bounds can be derived from 28 and 30 , respectively,
G x q b . br2 w xG x x y 1 q b , x ) 0, b g 0, 1 , 34 .  . .
G x .
and
G y .  .yyx r2G x y 1 y , 0 - x - y. 35 .  . .
G x .
 .  .  .  .It is easy to see that 34 is sharper than 33 and 35 ; however, 35 is not
restricted to y y x F 1.
 .From 24 we get expansions for the digamma function,
ny11 1
log x q n y y  /2 x q nks0
ny11 1
F C x F log x q n y y . 36 .  .  .
; ; 2 x q n x q n . ks0
 .Further, from 23 with x s 1 we get an equivalent form of Euler's0
product,
xy1n! n q 1 .
G x ; . .
x x q 1 ??? x q n y 1 .  .
 .Finally, 25 yields
xqn y xqn.x q n e .
K ? ’x x q 1 ??? x q n y 1 x q n .  .
xqny1r2 y xqny1r2.x q n y 1r2 e .
F G x F K ? , 37 .  .
; ; x x q 1 ??? x q n y 1 .  .
 .where K is a constant. Letting x s 1 in 37 and using Stirling's formula
’for the factorial, one gets K s 2p .
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